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AJBTRACT 

A protocol is described which allows to send and receive messages anonymously using an arbitrary 
communication network, and it is proved to be unconditionally secure. 

This improves a result by CHAUM: The DC-net guarantees the same, but on the assumption of a reliable 

broadcast network. Since unconditionally secure Byzantine Agreement cannot be achieved, such a reliable 
broadcast network cannot be realized by algorithmic means. 

The solution proposed here, the De-net, uses the DC-net, but replaces the reliable broadcast network 
by a fail-stop one. By choosing the keys necessary for the DC-net dependently on the previously broadcast 

messages, the fail-stop broadcast can be achieved unconditionally secure and without increasing the 
complexity of the DC-net significantly, using an arbitrary communication network. 

I. OVERVIEW 

In [4] CHAUM describes a technique, the DC-net, which should allow to send and receive messages 
anonymously ‘using an arbitrary communication network. 

Section II gives a short and slightly generalized description of the sending mechanism of the DC-net, 
called superposed sending here. Some known efficient and anonymity preserving multi-access protocols for 
using the multi-access channel superposed sending offers are described. 

In [4] the untraceability of senders and recipients of messages is proved to be uncondiriona/, but this proof 
implicitly assumes a reliable broadcast network, i.e. each message broadcast by an honest participant is 
received by each other participant without being changed. Since uncondirional Byzantine Agreement (i.e. 
Byzantine Agreement in spite of an attacker with unlimited computational power who may control an 
arbitrary number of partxxpants) is impossible, such a network cannot be realized by crljptographic means. 
Thus the assumption may be rather unrealistic. 

In Section III it is shown how the sending of a specific participant X can be traced by an active attacker 
who is able to alter the messages received by X and who controls the current communication partner of X. 
A number of countermeasures, calledfail-srq brondcast schemes, are proposed, and it is proved that each 
one will achieve the desired wzcondirional untraceability in spite of active attacks, independent of the 
underlying communication network. Superposed sending together with fail-stop broadcasr is called a 
DC+-net. 

J.J. Quisquater and J. Vandewalle (Eds.): Advances in Cryptology - EUROCRYPT ‘89, LNCS 434, pp. 302-319, 1990. 
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Without any further measures, the senticeability of the multi-access channel of superposed sending is not 
good: each faulty or dishonest participant can unaaceably and enduringly disturb the channel. 

Unfortunately no measures are known which can guarantee serviceability while preserving 
uncondidonal untraceability using nrbirrary communication networks. Therefore this problem is not further 
considered here. 

A scheme which guarantees nearZy unconditional untrnceability and computationally secure serviceability 
(i.e. untraceability if the attacker cannot prevent the honest panicipants from communicating and 
serviceability if additionally the attacker is computationally restricted) is described in 127,281. 

Section 11.1 describes the basic mechanisms of the DC-net, superposed sending and broadcast, and defines 
the notation used throughout this paper. Section 11.2 describes anonymity preserving multi-access protocols 
for superposed sending, and in Section 11.3 some general remarks on sender unnaceabiliry schemes are 
given. 

II.1. SUPERPOSED SEhmIXG 
Assume that a number of participants want to exchange messages over an arbitrary communication network. 
A computationally unlimited attacker, who is able to eavesdrop communication between any IWO of the 
participants (egg. because he collaborates with the network operator) and who controls an arbinary subset of 
the participants, tries to trace the messages exchanged between the participants to their senders and 
recipients. 

If all messages are delivered to each participant, the attacker is not able to trace the inrended recipient of a 
message. Therefore u n c o n ~ ~ o ~ a ~ y  reliable broadcast guarantees u n c o ~ ~ ~ r ~ o ~ n l  recipient unrrucenbility. 

It is important to notice that in this section, as in [3] ,  attackers are assumed to be unable to manipulate 
the consistency of broadcast. 

Sender untraceability is guaranteed by superposed sending, which reaIizes an anonymous multi-access 
channel: 

Let P = ( P I ,  ..., Pn)  be. the set of all participants and let C be an undirected self-loop free graph with 
nodes P. Let (F,@) be a finite abelian group. The set F i s  called the alphabet. 

To be able to perform a single sending step, called a round, each pair of participants Pi. P, who are 
directly connected by an edge of G choose a key KO from F randomly1. Let K,i := Kk Participants Pi and 
P, keep their common key secret. The graph G is called key graph, the matrix K of all keys is called key 
~ # m b i ~ t i o ~ .  

Each participant Pi chooses a message character Mi from the alphabet F, outputs his local sum 

u ~ : = M ~ ~ B  s ign ( i - j )  K,. 
tP$,l E c 

and receives as input the globui sum 
n s:=c oj 

j= 1 

(2.2) 

In the following, the term "X is randomly chosen from a set M" is abbreviated by "X E R M". This means that x is a 
u n i ~ o ~ l y  disuibuted random variable uhich is in~ependen~ of "all other variables". What if meant by "all othsr variables" 
should aIways be dear from the context. 

1 
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As usual, the symbolic operation +lXi is defined by + l o x  := x and -l*x := -x. 

Superposed sending realizes an additive mulri-access channel with (digital) collisions, which is stated in the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1 If the local sums are computed according to (2.1), then the global sum defined in (2.2) is 
equal to the sum of all message characters: 

Proof. In (2.2) each key is both added and subtracted exactly once. 0 
If exactly one character Mi has been chosen unequal to 0, this character is successfully delivered to all 
participants. Otherwise a (digital) collision occurs which has to be resolved by a multi-access protocol, cf. 
Section II.2. 

Superposed sending guarantees uncondirional sender unrraceabilify. Let A denote the subset of participants 
controlled by the attacker. If the graph G \ ( P  x A )  is connected, the attacker gets no additional information 
about the characters Mi besides their sum. 

Lemma 2.2 Superposed sending. Let A be the subset of participants controlled by the attacker and 
assume G \ (P x A )  to be connected. Let (01, ..., 0,) E F n  be the output of a single 
round. 

Then for each vector (Ml, ..., M,) E F" which is consistent with the attacker's a 
priori knowledge about the Mi and which satisfies 

n n 

Z O j  = x M j  (2.4) 
i-1 r1 

the same number of key combinations exist which satisfy Equation (2.1) and which are 
consistent with the attacker's a priori knowledge about the K j j  

Hence the conditional probability for ( M I ,  ..., M,) given the output (01, ..., 0,) (i.e. 
the a posteriori probability) is equal to the conditional probability for (Mi, . . ., M,) given 
the sum in (2.4) only (i.e. the a priori probability). 

This is stated and proved in [4] for F = GF(2) by a technique which can easily be applied to any finite field. 
In [ l S  Sect. 2.5.3.11 and in the following, Lemma 2.2 is proved for any finite abelian group F .  (The 
general applicability of finite abelian groups was also mentioned in [19].) 

Proof. Let M' := (M'l, .. ., M',J E Fn be another vector which satisfies (3.d) and which is consistent with 
the attacker's a priori knowledge about the Mi. 

To prove Lemma 2.2, a finite sequence @, M', . . . of vectors from F" is defined, which all satisfy Eq. 
(2.4) and which differ in only two components. Let M k  = ( M k l ,  ..., iMk,). 

Let Mo := (MI, _._, M,), hence M o  satisfies Eq. (2.4). If M k  = M '  then stop. Now assume 
M k  # M'. Since both M k  (by induction hypothesis) and M' satisfy Eq. (2.4) there are at least two different 
indices i, j with Mki # I W ' ~  and Mkj # 34). and since both Mk and M' are consistent with the atracker's a 
priori knowledge Pi, Pi c A.  Define 

Mk+l i  := M ' ~  

M k + l j  := M k .  J @ Mki - M ' ~  (2.5) 

M k + l h  := Mkh for all h e {i. j ]  
Obviously Mk+l satisfies (2.4). After a maximum of n - 1 steps the sequence stops with M k  = iM'. 
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Let Kk be the set of all key combinations which satisfy (2.1) for the vector Mk and which are consistent 
with the attacker's a priori howledge .  Between each pair K k ,  Kk+l  a bijection I$ is defined. Hence 
lKkl = IKk+'l for all k and therefore l@l = IKn-*I where M"-' = M'. 

To define @ consider the equations (2 .5) .  Let A := iMk+l i  8 -Mki.  Then Mk+'i  = M k i  @ A and 
,+$+I. = ~ k .  @ -A. 

I 1  
Because of the connectivity of G \ (P  x A )  a path ( P i  = P k l ,  ..., P k ,  = P, )  exists with 

f k h  e A and (Pkh,fk,+,)  E G \ ( P  x A ) .  Let K E Kk.  Then @ ( K )  is defined by changing the keys on this 
path appropriately: 

v h = 1, ..., m-1: I$(K)khkh+l : = K k h k h + l  8 -A Sign(kh-kh+l),  

@ ( f l k h + l k h  := @(K)khkh+l  
and 

The construction of I$ is depicted in Figure 1. 
v v, g )  !z I (kh, kh+l),  ( k h c l ,  kh)  I h=l, .'-, m-1 I :  &mfg := Kfg 

Figure 1 Construction of @from a path with m = 7. The vertical arrows indicate the change of &,, h = l ,  
7, the horizontal arrows the numerical order of the k,,, and the the change of Kkgh,: 

'kh 'kh+l 
+A 

:- kh c k h l  and therefore & ~ ) k $ ~ ~  := Kkf$h+l @ A  

Obviously, the local outputs of pkh, h = 1 .  ___ ,  7, are not changed by p. 
It can easily be checked that @(K)  satisfies (2.4). Because @(a differs from K only in keys which are 
unknown to the attacker, &K) is necessarily consistent with the attacker's a priori knowledge. Since @is  
simply a translation of the group FiGI, the bijectivity of @ is obvious. 

II.2. EFFICIENT A\D ANONYMITY PRESERVING MULTI-ACCESS PROTOCOLS 

To use the multi-access channel superposed sending offers, it is necessary to regulate the participants' 
access to the channel by an appropriate, i.e. efficient and anonymity preserving protocol. 

For an in depth discussion of possible protocols cf. [18 Sect. 3.1.21. In the following, some protocols 
are mentioned, and two prorocols are described in detail: a reservation map technique and superposed 
receiving. 

The frrst step for each multi-access protocol is to combine a fixed number c of characters into a message. 
Each message is transmitted in c consecutive rounds, which are called a slot. 

In the following, rounds are numbered from 1 to a maximum number r -  Parameter r,, is necessary 
for technical reasons only. Usually Id(lFI) rmax, i.e. the maximum number of transmitted bits, can be 
assumed to be very large, e.g. ld(lF1) rmmax = 

bps this is sufficient for about 317 years of superposed sending. 

in round t is named S'. 

Even with a rather unrealistic transmission rate of 

The character and output of participant P I  in round r are named Mt' and 0:. respectively, the global sum 
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The simplest protocol is the well known (slotted) ALOHA [4,24 Sect. 3.21: If Pi has a message to send, he 
simply does so in the next slot. I€ another participant has decided to send a message, too, a collision occurs, 
which is detected by Pi. After waiting a random number of slots, Pi retransmits h s  message. Obviously 
ALOHA preserves anonymity, but wastes the transmission capacity of the network. 

II.2.1. RESERVATION MAP TECHNIQliE 

To avoid collisions of messages, a simple reservanon mQp rechniqzie can be used: a slot of r rounds, the 
reservation frame, is used to reserve the following up to r slots [ 19 Sect 222.21. 

Let rn be an arbitrary integer 2 n, and let F be the additive group of integers modulo m. For each 
message Pi plans to send, he chooses an index k from (1, ..., r }  at random and outputs 1 as his k-th 
character for the reservation frame. The resulting reservation message consists of three classes of characters: 
0, indicating an unreserved slot, 1, indicating a reserved slot, and (2, . . _, m- 1 1, indicating collisions. Since 
all message slots with corresponding reservation character #I are of no use, they are skipped, i.e. the 
reservation frame is followed only by as many message slots as there are successful reservations. A slot 
with reservation character =1 is used by the participant who has sent a 1 in the corresponding reservation 
round. 

A similar reservation technique, the bit-rnap reservarion rechnique, is described in [4]: instead of using a 
relatively large group F to enable the detection of multiple collisions, the superposition is done in 
F = GF(2) and a value r in the order of the square of s-, the maximum number of reservations, is used to 
make multiple collisions of an odd number of reservations rather unlikely. Therefore the scheme requires 
sma2 additional bits per s,, sent messages. 

II.2.2. SUPERPOSED RECEIVING 

The following two collision resolurion rechniques are based on the observation that 
collisions on this channel, in contrast to an analog one, carry useful information, namely the sum of 
all collided messages, and 
it is possible to compute s collided message characters from s well-defined “collisions”, i.e. sums. 

Therefore these techniques are subsumed under the name superposed receiving. 

The frst one is an algorithm suggested by PFITZMANN in [18 Sect. 3.1.21 and called tree-like collision 
resolution wirh superposed receiving. It improves CAPETANAKIS collision resolution algorithm described in 
[I41 using the fact that the set of s collided characters Mi can be computed from each set of s linearly 
independent sums of these characters. (A performace evaluation of the following can be found in [13].) 

Let smU be the maximum number of collided messages, e.g. s,, = n,  and (0, 1.2, . .., M,,] c ZZ 
the set of all allowed message characters. The alphabet F is chosen to be the ring of integers modulo m 
where m is greater than smas Mmu. As usual each character M E F can be interpreted as an integer. A 
message consists of two characters: For a participant who has to send a message, the first character is 
always 1 and the second is his message character. For a nonsending participant both are always 0. 

Now assume that a new round of the protocol starts and an a priori unknown number of participants 
have decided to send a message. Let SP denote the set of all sending participants, Z the sum of their 
characters Mi modulo rn, and s := ISPI. 

Thus the fxst slot contains the pair (s, a. A numbers 2 2 indicates a (digital) collision. To resolve it, 
each participant computes the average message M A  := LZ/sJ, which is possible, since the modulus rn has 
been chosen so large that Zis also the sum of the characters in 72. 

This average is used to deterministically divide the set SP into two disjoint subsets SP1 and SP2: SP1 
consists of all participants Pi E SP with M i  5 M A ,  SP2 consists of all other sending participants. For 
i = 1 , 2  define si and Zi in analogy to s and z. 
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All participants Pi E SP1 immediately repeat their messages (1, Mi) in the next slot, hence each user 
receives the pair (sl, 21) and can cornpure the pair (q, 2 2 )  = (s @ -sl, z9 -El). 

Given the rare case sz = 0, the protocol terminates after the second slot: each participant Pi E SP has 
sent the same character Mi = M A .  Otherwise, i.e. s2 z 0, the sets SP1 and SPz are both nonempty and the 
collision resolution procedure is recursively applied to (si, xi), i = 1,Z. 

To resolve a collision of s messages, the protocol deterministically needs a maximum of s slots, i.e. 
s (2*10g(sm& + log(M-)) bits. 

The second one is suggested by BOS and DEN BOER in [2] and called root-finding collision resolurion wirh 
superposed receiving. It is based on the observation that the collision of s different characters can be 
resolved using the sums of the first s powers of the characters (where F is a sufficiently large finite field). 

The collision is resolved by computing the coefficients of a polynomial whose zeros are exactly the 
collided characters, and by factoring this polynomial. Since factoring is an expensive task [22]  the 
computational complexity of this technique is much higher than that of tree-like collision resolution. On the 
other hand it needs only s log(M& bits. 

To allow long messages to be sent, either the alphabet F could be made large enough to represent a long 
message by a single character, or superposed receiving could be used as a reservation technique (reservation 
by superposed receiving): 

Each participant willing to send a message chooses a reservation message RMj at random and sends it in 
the next possible reservation phase. The collision of all s reservation messages is resolved, after which each 
Pi sorts the received reservation characters RMj according to their numerical values. The order of the RM, 
naturally def ies  an order of all reserving participants, according to which each Pj  sends his real message in 
the appropriate one of the next s slots. (To increase the fairness of the reservation scheme, this order can be 
shifted cyclically by an index randomly chosen by all Participants together [2 ] . )  

The probability of collisions is exponentially small in log(lfl). 

II.3. SOME REMARKS ON SENDER UNTRACEABILITY SCHEMES 
Given the very strong assumption of an unlimited attacker (i.e. there may be an arbitrary number of 
attackers IAl < PI, there are no computational restrictions) the fundamental restrictions of superposed 
sending as far as performance and reliability are concerned are a consequence of its sender untraceability: In 
order to make the physical behaviour of a participant meaningless, it is necessary that a participant Pi who is 
wi lhg  to send a character Mi 

Because the attacker is assumed to be an insider it follows from the last fact that the result of such a 
single sending step cannot contain more information than the last of the participant's output does. Therefore 
any unconditional sender untraceability scheme realizes a multi-access channel and superposed sending 
offers the best possible channel capacity as far as only a single round is concerned [17]. 

To guarantee the unconditional sender untraceability, the global output of the realized multi-access 
channel has to depend on each participant's output, therefore any unconditional sender unuaceability 
scheme can be untraceably disturbed by each participant. 

As far as I know, superposed sending is the only unconditional sender untraceability scheme which 
withstands an unlimited attacker. 

There are two other untraceabihty schemes known from literature, the MIX-net [3] and the concept of 
physical unobservability [16]. Both can only withstand weaker attackers than superposed sending. The first 
is based on the use of a public-key cryptosystem and the existence of a number of network stations, called 

does this in an encrypted way, 
each other participant P, outputs a character, too, and 
the attacker is not able to learn anything about Mi before knowing all the outputs. 
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MJXes, at least one of which has to be trustworthy. The second assumes that the attacker only controls a 
very smal l  number of participants. 

In [l, 7, 51 very general techniques for information theoretically secure fault tolerant distributed 
computations are described. In general these techniques can be used for implementing a sender and recipient 
untraceability scheme, but they can only withstand attackers with 3 IAl < IPI and are therefore not further 
considered here. Also, an untraceability scheme based on such a general technique would be far more 
expensive than superposed sending with fail-stop key generation described in Section III.2. 

To reduce the tremendous number of randomly chosen keys for superposed sending which have to be 
exchanged by the participants, one can use keys which are generated by pseudorandom bitgenerators 
(PRBG). If the PRBG used is cryptographically strong, i.e. if distinguishing the PRBG from a true random 
source in random polynomial time is provably equivalent to solving a (hopefully) hard problem [26] ,  tracing 
becomes equivalent to this hard problem, too, but the unconditional sender unmceability is lost. 

Because of the growing importance of public telecommunication networks, it seems necessary to look for 
efficient implementations of untraceability schemes resulting in networks without user observability. For 
details a b u t  the motivation and the more practical aspects of this task cf. [6, 19,21,20, 181. 

III. ACTIVE ATTACKS ON UNTRACEABILITY 
The power of an active attack is based on a very simple observation: for services using two-way 
communication it is impossible to realize unconditional sender unmceability without unconditional recipient 
untraceability and vice versa. 

To see this, assume that one of the participants controlled by the attacker, say P,, communicates with 
some honest participant X, and that X will answer a message M by sending a message M'. If the attacker is 
able to identify the sender of M', he can identify the recipient of A4 and vice versa. If the attacker doesn't 
control Pa, the same is true for light M i c ;  then the attacker can identify both communication parmen. 

In general if sending and receiving is correlated (which is usually the case) the attacker can always learn 
something about recipients from identifying senders and vice versa. 

If active attacks are possible, superposed sending doesn't guarantee recipient untraceability and therefore it 
doesn't guarantee sender untraceability: 

Let Ii (rig be the input character which participant Pi receives (in round t)  and which should always be 
equal to the global sum S (9). 

Assume that the attacker is able to deliver an arbitrary character I*i to each participant Pi instead of the 
correct character Ifi This may be possible e.g. if the DC-net is implemented using a star whose centre 
collaborates with the attacker. Further assume that participant P,, who is controlled by the attacker, 
communicates with the honest participant X according to some protocol. P,  knows that X will always 
answer to a received message M within a given time by sending a message M'. 

If the attacker delivers message M consecutively to a single participant only, and a meaningless message 
to all others, he can always identify X by checking whether he receives M' or not. Instead of delivering A4 
to a single participant only, he can deIiver it to a subset of the participants. By successively partitioning the 
participants he can identify X in log(n) rounds, provided that the protocol between X and P, consists of at 
least lo&) interactions (on average log(n) / 2 interactions would suffice). 

One could argue that this atrack can be avoided by using nerwork-3 for which it is physically more difficult to 
manipulate the input characters of all participants, e.g. trees or rings. 

But even if the attacker can only manipulate what a single participant Pireceives, at least the 
unobservability of this participant is essentially decreased, since the attacker can test whether he is 
communicating with Pi or not. 
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In case of a network where the participants' stations actively forward other participant's messages (e.g. 
the ring implementation suggested in [4]), this attack can be performed by the neighbors of Pi without any 
technical manipulation. Generally, it can be performed by physically disturbing the channel of Pi, or by 
physically disconnecting Pi k o m  the real network and connecting it to a simulated one with similar physical 
characteristics. 

(If for the case of a ring network one assumes that this attack is  not possible, or that observability of 
single participants is acceptable, i.e. that generally neither participants attack their neighbors nor attackers 
are able to manipulate cables between participants, then it is more efficient to use the concept of physical 
unobservability [ 161 to realize untraceability than to use superposed sending.) 

If it were guaranteed that in all rounds t = 1, . . ., tmar each participant not controlled by the attacker receives 
the same input character, then superposed sending would guarantee unconditional sender and recipient 
unmaceability in the presence of arbitrary active attacks. Such a network is called a DC+ -net. 

For an a priori given number t,, of rounds this is the well known problem of reliable broadcast. 
Instead of using a fixed r,, one can also try to limit tmar adaptively: if in round t two honest participants 
receive different characters then rmax is set to f; this is calledfail-stop broadcast here. 

III.l. RELIABLE BROADCAST 
Reliable broadcast is d e f i e d  by the following two properties [15]: in each round r 

i. 
ii. 

every two honest participants P, and P, receive the same character, i.e. I /  =I:. and 
if the "sender" X is honest, then each honest participant receives the character sent by X. 

If superposition of local sums is done by a central station, e.g. the centre of a star network, which delivers 
the global sum to all participants, only the cenre has the function of a "sender". If each participant receives 
the local sum of each other and computes the global sum locally for himself, each participant acts as 
"sender". 

Some types of networks, e.g. satellite networks, offer reliable broadcast without any additional protocol, 
but because of their bandwidth limitations they are not very usual in two-way telecommunication. Also the 
DC-network is meant to be usable with a variety of underlying communication networks, e.g. rings, 
therefore a cryptographic solution should be preferred to a physical one. 

The problem of achieving reliable broadcast on a network which does not provide it automatically is also 
known as the Byzantine Generals problem, its solution by protocols as Byzanrine Agreement [15, 121. 

It has been proved that informarion-theoretically secure protocols for reliable broadcast exist iff the 
number of honest participants is greater than twice the number of dishonest participants. i.e. 
IPI > 3*IAI, and the attacker is not able to prevent communication between honest participants [121. All 
protocols for information-theoretically secure reliable broadcast implicitly make use of perfect authentication 
codes [ 10,231 and therefore require a large number of additional secret keys exchanged by the participants. 

Based on the existence of secure signatures there are reliable broadcast protocols for arbitrary numbers 
IAl < If1 [12]. An adaptive Byzantine Agreement protocol, i.e. one which withstands an attacker with 
3 - IAl < IPI or MI < IPI and A is computationally restricted, is described in [27,28]. 

Because of its severe limitation 3 MI < IPI reliable broadcast does not seem to be a useful technique for the 
desired unconditional recipient untraceability and is therefore not further considered here. 

Fail-stop broadcast combines both advantages: it can be implemented in a more efficient way than reliable 
broadcast and it is unconditionally secure in spite of arbitrary attackers. 

III.2. FAIL-STOP BROADCAST 

The goal of fail-stop broadcast is to stop message transmission as soon as two honest participants receive 
different input characters. 
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If such a difference is detected by an honest participant Pi, the fail-stop can easily be performed: Pi 
simply disturbs the superposed sending in the subsequent rounds by choosing his outputs randomly from F 
instead of following Eq. (2.1). Then the global sums of all subsequent rounds are independent of the 
message characters. 

In Section III.2.1 the most obvious, but inefficient, implementation of this idea by a comparison protwol is 
discussed. 

In Section III.2.2 fail-stop key generation schemes are described: they generate keys for superposed 
sending dependent on the received input characters and ensure that two participants who have received 
different input characters will use completely independent keys (at least with high probability) and thus will 
stop message transmission. 

It is shown that the most efficient key generation scheme (Sect. III.2.2.2) does not affect the 
performance and reliability characteristics of pure superposed sending. 

ITI.2.1. COMPARISON OF fiTUT CHARACTERS 

To detect a difference, the participants can explicitly compare their input characters using an additional 
protocol: After each round of superposed sending each participant Pi sends his input character Ii to all 
participants Pj with j > i. If an honest participant P, receives an input character unequal to I, from another 
participant Pi, or if he receives nothing from a Pi with i < j ,  he will disturb superposed sending in all 
subsequent rounds. 

To make the tests dependable, communication between Pi and Pj  should be protected by a perfect 
authentication scheme [ lo ,  231, i.e. a scheme which allows the attacker to successfully forge a niessage 
with probability at the most 1 / GI, if F is used as key space. An additional message and a secret key are 
therefore necessary for each test. 

The number of tests necessary can be determined according to the attacker's assumed power: define G* 
to be an undirected graph whose nodes are the participants. Two participants Pi  and P j  are directly 
connected in G* iff Pi and P ,  compare their input characters. In analogy to superposed sending, the 
following Lemma 3.1 holds: 

Such test phases are well known from Byzantine Agreement protocols. 

Lernma3.1 Let A be the subset of participants controlled by the attacker and assume 
G* \ (P x A )  to be connected. 

If two honest panicipants P ,  and Pi receive different input characters I j ,  I,, ;hen there 
exists a pair of honest participants Pi, and PI, who are directly connected in G and who 
also receive different input characters. 

Hence either Pi,  or P,, detects the difference and disrurbs superposed sending. 

Proof. Because of the connectivity of G* \ (P  x A )  there exists a path (Pi = Pkl, ..., Pk, =Pi) with 
Pk,  P A and (Pkz,  Pk,+l) E G' \ ( P  x A) .  It is assumed that I, f fl, hence there exists an index z such that 
fk, f Ikz+l. Choose (i ' , j7 = (k, ,  k,+l). 0 
Obviously the connectivity of C* \ ( P  x A )  is a necessary condition. 

The scheme requires IG*l additional messages in each round, which is usually in the order of O(n2). If 
G = G*, and if it is assumed that for each test message the authentication scheme requires a key chosen 
from F ,  the number of privately exchanged keys is increased by a f m o r  of two in comparison with pure 
superposed sending. 

In a physical broadcast environment, the number of test messages can be reduced to O(n)  broadcast 
messages by using a digital signature scheme [S, 111 instead of an authentication scheme. But this results in 
scheme which is computarionally secure only. 
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III.2.2. MESSAGE DEPENDENT KEY GENERATIOX 

IH.2-2.1. DETERMINISTIC FAIL-STOP KEY GENEIWTION 

A more efficient realizaaon of fail-stop broadcast is obtained by combining the tasks of detecting differences 
and stopping the network: if the keys Kg and K,i used for superposed sending depend completely (but not 
exclusively) on the characters received by Pi and P j  then a difference between Ii and Ij will automatically 
disturb superposed sending, thereby stopping message transmission. 

Define sit := Kuf @ X , i r  and EV' := Z{ @ -Z: for all i, j ,  f. A key generation scheme for superposed 
sending is required which parantees for all Pi and Pi directly connected in G: 

SS Superposed sending: If for all rounds s = 1, ..., t-1 the equation I t  = Ijs holds, then the keys 
K$ and Kj; for round t are equal and randomly selected from F. More formally: 

[v s E (1, ..., r-11: &if = 01 a K g f  E R  F and 6 y r =  0 
Then superposed sending works as usual. 
Fail-stop: If there exists an index s < f with I: f I:, then the keys K,j.' and Kj[ for round t are 
independenfly and randomly selected from F. More formally: 

Superposed sending is disturbed by any such pair, i.e. the global sum is independent of the 
message characters sent. Because of the connectivity of G \ (A x P )  this realizes the fail-stop 
property according to Lemma 3.1 (with G = G*). 

In the rest of Section III.2.2 an arbiuary, but fixed, key pair (Ki,, Kji )  with Pi c A and P ,  C A is  
considered. Therefore indices i, j are often omitted. 

The most powerful attacker is assumed: he is able to observe the values of K; and Kj{ for each round f 
directly and he can deliver arbitrary input characters I i f  and Ij' to Pi and P,. Participants Pi and Pj are 
assumed to by unsynchronized, hence the attacker can wait for KF' before he delivers I t  to Pj. 

Let (F, +, 0 )  be a finite field and let a l ,  a2, ..., arma and b l ,  b2, .._, btma*-' be two sequences whose 
elements are randomly selected from F and privately exchanged by Pi and Pi. Define for f = 1, . . . , f,, 

FS 

[3 S E ( 1, . . ., r - 1 ) :  &ijs # 01 a Kij' E R F and 6j,' E R F 

t. 1 

k= 1 
(3.1) 

1.1 

Lemma 3.2 The key generation scheme defined by Equation (3.1) satisfies the two conditions Ss  and 
FS formulated above. 

Proof. Since ur E R F ,  and since 2 := KO' - u' is independent of a', Ki; E R F .  

Assume eos = 0 for all s < f. Then obviously 6i: = 0 and condition SS is satisfied. 

Now assume that s is the first round with eij" # 0. For simplicity let E" := ~i," and 6u := 6i,". The 
differences 8' are formed according to the following system of linear equations: 

8' = 0 for u = 1, ..., s 
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.@ 0 ... 0 0 

9-2  d-3 .. . er 0 p - 1  

9-1 8 - 2  . . . P+l P 
Since .@ f 0, the matrix is regular and defines a bijective mapping. Since all bu E R F ,  all 8 are uniformly 
and independently dismbuted in F .  The independence of all Kul, _.., Ki/ and @+I, . .., 8 follows from the 
independence of all d ,  .. ., a' and @+', . . ., 8 .0  
The additional expenditure of this key generation scheme is given by 

the 2*rm, - 1 privately exchanged keys a', b' for each pair P I ,  f, directly connected in G (instead of 
only tmar for pure superposed sending), 
the storage of all r--l received input characters, and 
the (t-1) field additions and multiplications for computing the key for round t. 

From the last fact it follows that the scheme requires an average of tmax / 2 field additions and 
multiplications per round. Hence the scheme does not seem to be very practical. 

Given the assumption that there is no additional communication between Pi and Pi about their current 
states the scheme is optimal with respect to the number of exchanged keys and additional storage 
requirements. 

Lemma33 The key generation scheme defined by Equation (3.1) is optimal with respect to the 
number of exchanged keys and additional storage requirements, i.e. each key generadon 
scheme which deterministically satisfies conditions SS and FS requires at least 

the storage of all rmas - 1 received input characters and 
2*rm, - 1 privately exchanged keys. 

Proof. The f i s t  limit is obvious: the scheme has to distinguish between all possible sequences of tmax 
input characters, hence all input characters have to be stored. 

For proving the second limit, let Z be the secret key shared by Pi and f j  and used for generating the keys 
K;, K,:, r = 1, .... fmU. Let H(I i ) ,  H(Ij), H(Kijl), H(Kiy"mm)), H(Kji(2''mrur)), H(Z) be the entropy of 
the random var iab les  Ii 7 ( l i l ,  ..., I t ' m a x ) ,  Ij = ( I j l ,  ..., I j l m a x ) ,  K ijl (=K J l  . . I  ' 
Kij(2*'& = (Kii.2. ..., K.."-), Y K.("'maT) JC = (Kj?, ..., K,;W), and Z, respectively [9, Chapter 21. 

By applying standard rules of information theory 
1~.!* ' (2,'m& I I.[.) 2 H(ZK..1K..(2 ij rj ' t mar ) Kji (2*fmax) 1 I i I j )  

' I  H(Ku 'mar Kji 

= H(Z I I ~ I ~ )  + ~ ( ~ , 1 ~ i i ( 2 " m ) ~ l ' ( ' ' ~ m )  I Z I ~ I ~ )  
Since Z is chosen independently of the attacker's input characters H(Z I I J j )  = H(Z), and since the keys are 
completely determined by 2 and Ii, I )  H ( K i j 1 K ~ ( 2 " ~ ) K , ; ( 2 " ~ )  i ZIJ,) = 0. 

Hence it follows 

H(Z) 5 ~ ( ~ , , - l ~ ~ . ' m a x ) ~ ~ ~ ( ' . ' m a r )  i I ~ I ~ )  
Since only a lower bound is proved, it can be assumed that the attacker chooses lil and I j l  differently. Then 
the keys Kq', and K:, KJ for r, s = 2 ,  ..., tmax are independently chosen, i.e. 

H(Kii1Kij"~)Kii(*"~') I f irj)  = H(K, 1 KiJ pm) Kji (2 ' ' mn* ) ) 

= H(K,,~) + H ( K , ( ? ~ ' ~ ) )  + H(K,/~*'=') 

H(Z) 2 ~ ( ~ ~ ~ 1 1  + H(K,(~.'~QJ) + H(K..(? j l  '""1 ' 
Hence 

i.e. 2 must consist of at least 1 + (r--l) + (tmar-l) = 2 r,, - 1 keys. 0 
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JII.2.2.2. PROBABILISTIC FAIL-STOP KEY GENERATION 

To get a more efficient key generation scheme, it seems necessary to switch to a probabilistic version of FS: 
For a given fail-stop mechanism, let ProbA be the attacker's probability of success. The attacker is 
successful if, in spite of choosing [is # ZJs for a s < r,,, there exists an index t ,  s < r S r,,, such that the 
global sum S' and the message characters Mif, i = 1, ..., n, are not independent 

For each d E IN define 
FSd If two honest panicipants receive two different input characters in round t, they will disturb 

superposed sending for the following d rounds. 
The maximum number d for which FSd is satisfied is a random variable with probability distribution 
Prob(d). 

Let a', a', ..., utax, b3, b4, . . ., btW, e be randomly and privately selected elements of the finite field F. 
Let b' = b2 = 0 and let KZ,O = KJF = 0 and I F  = I,O= 0. Then define for r =  1, ..., r,, 

Lemma3.4 The key generation scheme defined by Equation (3.2) satisfies condition SS. The 
maximum number d for which FSd is satisfied is a geometrically dismbuted random 
variable: 

1 1 d-1 FYob(d)=m*( 1 -m)  

The attacker's probability of success is 

ProbA I 1 - (1 - 

Proof. Since u' E R F, and since 2 := Ku' - ut is independent of a', Kij' E R F .  

Assume &oJ = 0 for all s < I. Then obviously 6i: = 0 and condition SS is satisfied. 

Now assume that s is the f m t  round with ei;' t 0. For simplicity let E" := evv and 8' := 6 ~ " .  
In the next round Rc1 = e $. Since 6" = 0 for all v I s the attacker has no information about the actual 

value of e before round s+l. By assumption Er t 0, hence sc1 is uniformly dismbuted in F. 
Now consider the rounds s + u + 1 with u 2 1. If B+u = 0, then B+u+l = e PU. From round s+l the 

attacker knows the value of e ,  hence P U + l  is nor independently dismbuted in F .  If 2Pu # 0,  then 
LFU+' = bs+u+l F+' + e &+'. Since bs+u+l is uniformly distributed in F ,  pscu+' is uniformly 
dismbuted, too, and since PU+' is only used in that round, P U + l  is independent of all other 6s.  

Therefore the actual value of d is given by the lowest value d 2 1 for which cF+d = 0. Since re' is 
uniformly dismbuted, 

1 Prob(B+' z 0) = 1 - ijq 

and since for Pd t 0, Pdi! is uniformly distributed, 
1 

# 0 I Pid # 0) = 1 - ifi 
From this it follows 

1 1 d-1 Prob(d) =ijq* ( 1 - m) 
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The independence of all Ku', . . ., Kijt and F1, . . ., 81 follows from the independence of all a l ,  .. ., a' and 

The probability of success is simply the probability that s + d 2 rma: 

Since s 2 0, 

@+I, ..., &. 

PYObA = h b ( d  I fmar - S) 

1 PrObA I Prob(d 5 fmU) = 1 - Prob(d > fm& = 1 - (1 - rn)tmar 

Since d is geometrically distributed, the average value of d is IF1 [25 p. 5791. Hence IF1 must be chosen 
considerably larger than r,, 

Corollary. Assume the key generation scheme of Eq. (3.2). Then 

PrObA 2 1 - ($)'mm'F' 

Proof. From Lemma 3.4 it foIIows 

ProbA 5 1 - (1L)'- = 1 - ( l - i ) lF '  "m'" 
IF1 IR 

1 x  The sequence (1 - ;) increases monotonously. Since IF1 t 2 

PrObA 5 1 - 

Obviously with a decreasing value of fmax / IF1 the probability ProbA vanishes. From the corollary it 
follows for each 0 I L < 1 

E.g. for L = 

- 2 7 .  t a x  10-10 
IFi 

is sufficient, which is satisfied e.g. by IF1 = 21°* and rm, = loz3. These values allow the transmission of 

For a transmission speed of 1015 bit& (which is far beyond today's technology) this would be sufficient 
for about 3 17 years. 

The key generation of Eq. (3.2) requires as many privately exchanged keys as the scheme defined by Eq. 
(3.1), i.e. 2*rm, -1. 

To evaluate Eq. (3.2) for round t ,  it is only necessary to store the last key, K$-l (in contrast to the last 
t-1 keys for Eq. (3.1)) and to perform 2 field additions and multiplications. In conrast to the scheme of Eq. 
(3.1), only large fields are suitable. 

fmax Id(lF1) = 108 bits = bits 

III.2.23. COMBIh-ATION OF KEY GENERATION ASD EXPLICIT TESTS 

If the multi-access protocol guarantees that for some slots only one participant is allowed to choose a 
nonzero message, this participant can test the network 

Assume that superposed sending is stopped after a broadcast inconsistency by one of the key generation 
schemes described above, i.e. the global sums are randomly distributed. Then each participant Pi who is 
allowed to use a slot exclusively, and sends a message randomly selected from FC, will receive a wrong 
message with probability 1 - Thus he detects the disturbance with the same probability and can 
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explicitly stop superposed sending by choosing his following output characters randomly from F instead of 
according to Eq. (2.1). 

If it is guaranteed that each participant sends a test message within a fixed numbers of slots, and if there 
are at least two honest participants, this makes it unnecessary to consider more than the last 
(s-I) c input characters for key generation: after s-1 slots, superposed sending will be explicitly disturbed 
with high probability by some honest pmicipant who received a disturbed test message instead of the one 
he sent. 

The required fairness of the multi-access protocol can deterministically be satisfied by superposed receiving 
and in a probabilistic sense by each reservation technique (Sect. zI.2). If e.g. each participant reserves 
exactly one test message and at the most one real message in each reservation phase, each participant tests 
the nenvork within s = 4 n slots. 

Obviously the fairness of this can only be guaranteed if all participants behave fairly, i.e. each unfair 
(and therefore dishonest) panicipant can prevent some honest participants from successfully doing their 
required reservation. Therefore each honest participant who cannot send a message within s slots should 
disturb superposed sending. 

The additional rules do not help the attacker: Assume that an honest participant Pi detects a disturbance, i.e. 
Zi f M;, and stops sending. Nevertheless the attacker is not able to observe the sending of Pi. 

If the disturbance detected by Pi was a consequence of a previous broadcast inconsistency, the sending 
was stopped anyway, hence there is nothing to show. Otherwise, and if all honest participants receive the 
same input character, the unobservability of Pi follows from Lemma 2.2, and if the attacker manipulates the 
broadcast property for round r, sending is stopped by the key generation scheme anyway, independent of 
P i s  test. 

Proper modifications to the key generation schemes will be discussed in the following two sections. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the combination are the same in both schemes: 
For key generation, the parameter r,, is replaced by (s-l)*c, which decreases the number of additionat 
secret keys from r,, to ( s - l ) ~ ,  and for deterministic key generation the computation complexity from 
O(f,,*) to O(s2*& operations and from O(t,,) to O(s*c) required storage. 
Some honest participants may be forced to send meaningless test messages, thus the throughput of the 
DC-net is decreased. The number of additional test messages depends on the participants' sending rates. 

III.2.2.3.1. COMBINATION OF DETERMINISTIC KEY GENERATION AND 
EXPLICITTESTS 

Assume that the deterministic scheme of Eq. (3.1) is used in combination with explicit tests. 
If round K is the first disturbed round, the attacker has no information about the privately exchanged 

keys b", v = 1, ..., u. After round u + (s-1) c, it is highly probable that the D c - n e t  will be disturbed by 
at least one honest participant who has detected the disturbance. Hence instead of z,, - 1 additional keys, a 
maximum of (s-1) c are really necessary: 
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Lemma35 The key generation scheme defined by Equation (3.3) satisfies condition SS. Together 
with the additional rules for testing and disturbing it ensures the fail-stop property in a 
probabilistic sense: Let h be the number of honest participants, h 2 2. Then 

Proof. Since a' E R F ,  and since 2 := Kij' - at is independent of a', Ki,' is uniformly distributed in F.  
Assume I + ~  = 0 for all u < t. Then obviously 64 = 0 and condition SS is satisfied. 

Now assume that u is the first round with EU" z 0. According to Lemma 3.3 (with tmax = (s-l)*c-1) the 
global sums of the following (s- 1 ) ~ -  1 rounds are all randomly chosen from F .  Since it is assumed that 
during the s slots each participant tests the network, the attacker's only chance is that during the first s-1 
slots none of the at least h-1 honest participants detects the disturbance. The probability that a single test 
doesn't detect a disturbance is IRC, hence the attackeis probability is less than IFI-c*(h-l). 0 
The scheme requires only (s-1) c additional keys instead of the rmu-l of the key generation scheme of 
Section III.2.2.1. 

The number of field operations per round is in the order of (s-1) c - 1. To avoid unnecessarily 
expensive field computations, F = GF(2) should be chosen. Here, with h 2 2, ProbA I 1 / 2c. 

Since each of the n participants should send a message within s slots, s should be in the order of n. In 
this case, the scheme requires O(n c )  operations. For F = GF(2) and therefore c = -log(ProbA) this is 
eqUd 10 O(n' -lOg(PrOb~)). 

EI.2.2.3.2. COMBNATION OF PROBABILISTIC KEY GENERATION AND 
EXPLICIT TESTS 

Assume that the probabilistic scheme of Eq. (3.2) is used in combination with explicit tests. 

(s-1) c are really necessary, i.e. it is possible to use the (s-1) c keys bo, ..., b(s'l)'c-l cyclically: 

Let u', . . ., arm", e, bo, . . ., b(s-l)'c-' be randomly chosen keys. Then 

By the same argumentation as above it follows that instead of rmas - 1 additional keys, a maximum of 

K..' .= + b'mod (s-l).~. ~ . . ' - 1  + . IJr-l 
I1 ' I' 

L e m 3 . 6  The key generation scheme defined by Equation (3.3) satisfies condition SS. Together 
with the additional rules for testing and disturbing i t  ensures the fail-stop property in a 
probabilistic sense: 

1 (s-l).c ProbA 5 1 - (1 - j7J) 

Proof. The first part is proved as in Lemma 3.4. The worst case for the second part, i.e. the besc case for 
an attacker, is that out of all testing participants only the last two are honest. Then the attacker is 
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unsuccessful iff the actual value of d (defined as for Eq. (3.2)) is greater than (s-2) c, and the test detects 
the disturbance. Hence 

C.1 

ProbA S 1 - (Prob(d=(s-2)*c+j) (1 - A)) - Prob(d 2 (s-l)*c) (I - -) 1 c IF1' Flc 
/-I 

1 I 1 - Prob(d 2 ( s -1 )~ )  (I --) 
IFF 

< 1 - (1 - l ) ( S 4 . C  
IFi - 

0 
Again only large fields F (e.g. ld(lF1) = 150) are suitable. 

IV. FINAL REMARKS 
Superposed sending together with one of the discussed fail-stop key generation schemes (Sect. 111.2.2) 
guarantees the desired unconditional sender and recipient untraceability. 

If one mes to transform this nice theoretical result into a real communication network, a lot of practical 
problems must be solved, but none of them becomes really harder if fail-stop broadcast is used in addition 
to normal superposed sending. 

For this, consider the performance of superposed sending measured by 

its communication complexity, 
its computational complexity, 

the number of exchanged keys per message msmitted, 

and the reliability of the scheme. 

combination with explicit test 

\ no yes 

Flgure 2 Comparison of fail-stop key generation schemes 

The ntunber of uddinonul k q s  is increased by a factor of two at the most. This was shown to be the optimal 
value for deterministic key generation schemes without explicit tests. In theory this seems to be acceptable, 
and in practice pseudorandomly generated keys one will mostly be chosen anyway (and as a result of this, 
unconditional untraceability will be lost). 
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Communication complexity (Fig. 2). None of the pure key generation schemes (Sect. III.2.2.1, III.2.2.2) 
requires additional messages to be sent. 

If combinations of key generation and explicit tests (Sect. m.2.2.3) are used, some honest participants 
may be forced to send meaningless test messages. The number of additional test messages depends on the 
participants' sending and testing rates. If real messages are encrypted end-to-end, they appear to be 
randomly selected from F, ie. they can be used instead of explicit test messages. 

Computational complexity (Fig. 2). The key generation requires some additional time and memory for 
each exchanged key. For that reason the schemes with deterministic key generation (Sect. III.2.2.1, 
lII.2.2.3.1) seem to be less practical, but if one uses one of the schemes with probabilistic key generation 
(Sect. 111.2.2.2, III.2.2.3.2), the computation requires only the storage of the last key and two field 
additions and multiplications per round and exchanged key. 

All schemes except that of Sect. III.2.2.1 realize probabilisric untraceability only, i.e. there is a small 
probability that an attacker will successfully transmit different messages to different participants. But all 
four schemes don't rely on  any unproved assumptions. 

For probabilistic key generation (Sect. III.2.2.2, LII.2.2.3.2) only large fields F are suitable, but this is 
no hard restriction: 

Usually the cardinality IFF of the set of all transmission units "message" will be relatively large. It 
doesn't matter whether one uses a small field and a large c or a large field and a small c. 
The reservation map technique and (reservation by) superposed receiving (Sect. II.2) require a large 
cyclic group (F,@), anyway. It is important to notice that the group (F,O) used for superposed 
sending need not be the additive (or multiplicative) group of the finite field (F,+;) used for key 
generation. E.g. one can use the field F = GF(2m) for key generation and, by interpreting the 
elements of GF(2m) as binary encoded integers, the additive group of integers modulo 2" for 
superposed sending. 

The transmission delay iniroduced by key generation could be decreased by parallelizing the key generation 
for different rounds. This can be done in two ways. 

One can use k > 1 DCt-nets, say Dcfo,  ..., DC+k-l. in a time division technique, i.e. in round t the 
DC+-net DC', k is used  To preserve untraceability, each interaction between participants should be 
completely performed using only a single DC+-net, i.e. each participant should answer a message only by 
that DP-net  by which he has  received the message. 

The other possibility is to use just one DCf-net, but to make the keys for round t dependent not on the 
directly preceding rounds t- i ,  i = 1, 2, ..., r - 1 ,  but on the rounds r - i ,  i = k ,  k + l ,  ..., t -1 for a 
k > 1. To preserve untraceability, each participant has to wait at least k-1 rounds before he answers to a 
received character. 

Naturally the fail-stop property decreases the rekzbiliry of the network, since every inconsistent broadcast 
will immediately stop the network independent of whether i t  was caused by an attacker or a physical fault. 
But most transient faults in a network can be tolerated by usual data link protocols [24 Chapter 41, and if a 
permanent fault occurs (e.g. if a participant's station is damaged or all links between two participants are 
cut), superposed sending is  disturbed and the network is stopped anyway. Therefore reliability is not 
essentially reduced by the discussed fail-stop schemes. 

The problem of combining untraceability and serviceobiliry in spite of active attacks is discussed in [27, 
281. 

Hence, the pure probabilistic key generation scheme (Sect. 111.2.2.2) with an appropriately large field F 
seems to be the most practical choice. 
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